
                               

All Tube High Gain Guitar Tool
G-SPOT is a must have All Tube High Gain Tool for every demanding Guitar player. This pedal can provide a natural 

feel and sound, from Classic Rock sounds to hard overdriven Rifs and endless sustain Solos.

It uses a real tube path for driving the guitar signal to your amp, so every note you hit has an unbelievable magic!!! 
Tubes are running at very high voltages, like a real tube amp, which provides big headroom, physical compression and 
sensitive touch. Don’t be surprised by the result of your tone!!!!

There are 2 separate channels, channel 1 (Green) & channel 2 (Red) sharing a 4 controls equalizer. These 2 channels 
can be selected by the left sided foot-switch. A true bypass operation keeps your tone same when the pedal is of.

Channel 2 has a dedicated fx loop TRS  jack (ins) for external pedals connection (Tip=send, Ring= return, 
Sleeve=ground). So when the channel 2 is selected, automatically the insert chain will be at the signal path. If nothing 
connected there the signal goes directly to the output jack.

The mains power supply is 12V DC (no polarity) from external wall power pack, included in the package.

Controls:

 VOL1:  Adjusts the volume of the 1st  channel
 VOL2: Adjusts the volume of the 2nd channel
 GAIN1:  Adjusts the amount of gain for the 1st channel
 GAIN2: Adjusts the amount of gain for the 2nd channel
 TREBLE: Adjusts the high frequencies for both channels
 BASS: Adjusts the low frequencies for both channels
 MID: Adjusts the middle frequencies for both channels
 EDGE: Presence control for both channels

*Note:  The two channels of the pedal are identical. Each one has a voicing control located under the volume knobs. 
This control allows us to choose between DARK, NORMAL and BRIGHT. Also each channel has an overall gain control located 
under the gain knobs. This control allows us to choose between LOW, MID”and HIGH gain. Having all these controls makes the 
G SPOT pedal suitable for many diferent styles of music. From hardcore extreme metal tones to mellow blues tones with the 
flip of a switch. The G SPOT can perform its best on many diferent amps. 

Specs:
 Handmade in Athens, Greece
 True Bypass
 2xECC83s Tubes in cascade mode, running at 230Volts
 Insert jack dedicated for channel2
 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for enable / disable the pedal  (right sided)
 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for selecting between channel 1 (Green) &  2 (Red)  (left sided)
 Internal trimmer for high voltage adjusting
 Power Supply : 12V DC / 800mA (no polarity), external wall power pack included in the package
 Heavy duty & light weight aluminum box
 Dimensions : 188mm(Width) x 120mm(Depth) x 33mm(Height)

“Each Tsakalis AudioWorks product comes with a limited life time warranty”

Contact: info@tsakalisaudioworks.com
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